
Concessioning in 
Protected Areas:

14 Characteristics of Success1



WBG in concessioning

• The WBG works across the Protected Area and concessioning space from a 
number of different angles; 

• One group has worked for a number of years from the private sector 
perspective, advising government clients on the best ways to grow tourism 
and develop competitive concessioning programs

• Our combined experience helped us recognize that there were some 
universal success factors across a number of countries; 14

• Recent concessioning work has included Mozambique, Madagascar and 
Rwanda, and we are exploring opportunities in Nepal and Senegal.
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• Tourism and commercial activities can support protected areas to achieve 
their objectives; 

• Revenue

• Educating visitors 

• Supporting the community 

• Successful PA managers have strong partnerships, good levels of 
communication with concessionaires.
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• The best concessions frameworks are always;
• robust, clear and transparent – investors value legal certainty

• based on solid foundational laws

• appropriately consulted

• implementable (aligned laws, policies and regulations)

• ‘living’; evaluated and monitored
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• Management Plans help PAs manage all dimensions of the parks, and for many this includes 
managing tourism. 

• Investors also value Management Plans and their effective implementation; 

• Shows the area is well through-through and planned

• Expectations are set and fixed for a number of years

• Less likely ad-hoc decisions can be made, (for example, new concessions sites)

• Less likely to be affected by external (e.g. political) pressures 
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Quirimbas, Mozambique, Tourism Plan 2009

- status and projections of tourism in PA
- phased development strategy for accommodation etc
- maps, potential locations for future concessions, and fees
- guidelines for tourism development and operations 



PA Managers decide the model in advance, based on; 
• their primary objectives, (biodiversity, community benefits, etc)

• the projected viability of concession sites, 

• investor appetite and 

• Park Management Plans. 
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• The most successful PA Managers employ competitive tenders. In some cases unsolicited 
bids and direct negotiations are applicable. 
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A qualified technical team is essential
• Qualified and appropriate people managing the process all the way 

through. 
• Members of the committees set up to manage different elements 

(especially bid evaluation) should be trustworthy, technically competent, 
and fair. 

Authorities make key decisions on elements of the process
• Pre-qualification
• Bid process
• Negotiation with bidders
• Basis for award



• Good contracts protect the interests of all parties, clearly balance responsibilities and often 
address issues that are important for financing

• Banks often look at the contract to determine whether to lend. They look at allocation of 
risks, reward, transfer and assignment of rights, and termination. 
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SANParks

WBG best practice tries to avoid any post-award negotiation of 
the concession agreement. 

In the SANParks process, bidders were issued with a draft 
concession agreement, asked to submit comments and discuss 
them at a bidders conference. Following the bidders 
conference, SANParks issued a final bid package including a 
final RFP and a final, non-negotable concession agreement. All 
bidders had to submit a signed agreement with their bids.
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Risks can lead to costly delays, work stoppages, threats to the operation, negative publicity, and reputational 
harm. The five most common risks associated with concessions in PAs are: 

1. Financial - An inability to secure capital for investment, or to make payments to the contracting 
authority. Currency fluctuations also pose a risk

2. Political – Political interference, unrest, or sudden policy changes towards concessioning

3. Environmental - The prevention or mitigation of risks from construction and/or operation of a 
tourism site or deriving from other developments in the region incompatible with conservation 
objectives

4. Social - Local community members are unhappy with the project and pose a risk to the investment

5. External - National or international financial or security crises, among others

Successful concession regimes practise effective risk management by identifying, mitigating, and monitoring 
risk through stakeholder engagement, site assessments, regular reporting, adequate due diligence, and 
employing experienced/reputable technical personnel.
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M&E helps track progress in line with the concession agreement, and identify 
any discrepancies early on.
The findings can later be used to adapt concession processes (e.g. where particular 
issues arise or where the financial revenues are substantially different to what had 
been anticipated). M&E can assess the:

• Efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the concessioning process.

• Impact of the concession (economically, socially, environmentally, politically).

• Performance of the concessionaire to meet its contractual obligations.

• Opportunity cost of alternate development options (other than concessionning).

• Success of a commercialisation strategy within protected areas.
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THANK YOU!

Hermione Nevill

Senior Tourism Specialist

Finance, Competitiveness & Innovation (FCI) Global Practice

Johannesburg, South Africa

hnevill@ifc.org
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